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1. INTRODUCTION
In some sense, one might consider degree theory as an application of
homologic methods in analysis. In the paper [5], a homotopic analogue of
degree theory, which in contrast to degree theory is rather easy to define,
was introduced.
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and W ıX be open and bounded. A
continuous map F: W¯Q Y is called admissible (on W) if 0 ¨ F(“W). An
admissible map is called 0-epi (on W) if for any continuous compact map
j : W¯Q Y with j|“W=0 the equation F(x)=j(x) has a solution in W.
Roughly speaking, this definition means that F has a ‘‘homotopically
stable zero’’:
Call a map G a compact homotopic perturbation of F if there is a compact
homotopyH: [0, 1]× W¯Q Y withH(0, · )=0 and G=F−H(1, · ) such that
the boundary condition F(x)−H(t, x) ] 0 holds for (t, x) ¥ [0, 1]×“W.
Proposition 1.1. The map F: W¯Q Y is admissible if and only if there is
a compact homotopic perturbation G of F. Moreover, F is 0-epi if and only if
0 ¥ G(W) for each such G.
Proof. The first statement is trivial, and the second follows immediately
from the homotopy invariance of 0-epi maps [5]. L
In contrast to degree theory, there arise no problems in the definition of
0-epi maps if X ] Y, and it is not required that F has a particular form like
F=id−f with, e.g., compact or condensing f. Nevertheless, 0-epi maps
have many properties of maps with nonzero degree. To name a few, we
mention invariance under compact homotopic perturbations (which is
equivalent to Proposition 1.1), stability under restriction of W, and normal-
ization (i.e., id is 0-epi if 0 ¥ W). See [5] or the recent monograph [8] for
further details.
However, already for X=Y=R the class of 0-epi maps differs from the
class of maps with nonzero degree. Moreover, in contrast to degree theory
the class of 0-epi maps is not stable under extension of W. The following
simple example was given in [5].
Example 1.1. For X=Y=R the function F(x)=x2−2 is 0-epi on W=
(−2, −1) 2 (1, 2), but its degree is −1+1=0. Moreover, F fails to be
0-epi on the larger set (−2, 2) ` W.
The famous theorem of Hopf establishes a connection between degree
theory and homotopy theory on balls W in a finite-dimensional space
X=Y. Using this theorem, it can be proved that in this situation a map is
0-epi if and only if it has nonzero degree. By Krasnoselskiı˘’s generalization
of the Hopf theorem [10, Theorem 20.8], this statement can also be proved if
W is a Jordan domain and if X=Y has infinite dimension, provided that F
has the form F=id−f with compact f. However, the question remained
open for a long time whether this is still right if f is not compact but only,
say, condensing. In [4] an ‘‘example’’ that was supposed to show that this
is not true, in general, was given. However, as was observed by the second
author in [22], this ‘‘example’’ contains a severe mistake. Moreover, it was
proved in [22] that being 0-epi and having nonzero degree is the same on
Jordan domains for maps of the form F=id−f with 12-condensing f (see
below). It was conjectured in [22] that the proof could be generalized also
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for more general maps f. We will prove this conjecture in this paper for
strictly condensing maps f. Moreover, using another theorem of Hopf, we
can replace the assumption that W be a Jordan domain by the simpler
condition that W be connected.
It turns out that the difficulty in the proof of the above-mentioned
conjecture for condensing maps f is that the class of 0-epi maps is not
stable under perturbation by condensing (but not compact) homotopies.
To make this more precise, let us recall some definitions.
Given a set M ıX, the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness a(M) is
defined as the infimum of all e > 0 such that M can be covered by finitely
many sets of diameter less than e. We say that a continuous map f: W¯Q Y
is k-a-Lipschitz if
a(f(M)) [ ka(M) (M ı W).
The name is explained by the fact that an operator of the form f=L+K is
k-a-Lipschitz if L is Lipschitz-continuous with constant k and K is
compact. If we even have
a(f(M)) < ka(M) (M ı W, a(M) > 0),
f is called k-condensing (with respect to a). If k=1, we say that f is
condensing, and if k < 1 we call f strictly condensing.
For maps of the form F=id−f with condensing f the well-known
Nussbaum–Sadovskiı˘ degree is defined [14, 15]. If such a map has nonzero
degree Deg(F, W) it is 0-epi on W. This follows easily from the homotopy
invariance of the degree (using a convex homotopy).
If f is a condensing map of the unit ball W¯ of some space X=Y into
itself without fixed points on “W, then the degree is defined, and
Deg(id−f, W)=1. A special case of this fact is the Darbo–Sadovskiı˘ fixed
point theorem, which states that any such map has a fixed point in W¯.
However, in a large class of Banach spaces (including all infinite-dimen-
sional Hilbert spaces) there exists a 1-a-Lipschitz map of the unit ball into
itself without fixed points on W¯ [20]. Given such a map g and some k > 0,
consider the map F=id−cg where c=max{0, 1−k}. By the above
remarks, Deg(F, W)=1, and so F is 0-epi. But this property is not pre-
served under homotopic perturbations with noncompact homotopies.
Indeed, G=id−g is not 0-epi, even 0 ¨ G(W¯). Note that G is a homotopic
perturbation of F, because G=F−H(1, · ) where the homotopy H(t, x)=
t(1−c) g is even k-a-Lipschitz.
As a ‘‘workaround’’ for this disappointing behavior of 0-epi maps under
noncompact perturbations, the class of (0, k)-epi maps was introduced in
[17]. An admissible map F: W¯Q Y is called (0, k)-epi, if the equation
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F(x)=j(x) has a solution for any k-a-Lipschitz map j : W¯Q Y with
j|“W=0. It turns out that if F is (0, k)-epi and H: [0, 1]× W¯Q Y is
p-a-Lipschitz with p < k and F(x)−H(t, x) ] 0 for (t, x) ¥ [0, 1]×“W,
then the perturbation G=F−H(1, · ) is (0, k−p)-epi where in general the
constant k−p is best possible. However, in [17] the question is left open
how one might verify for a given map that it is (0, k)-epi. A natural
conjecture is the following.
Call a continuous map F: W¯Q Y k-proper, if
a(f(M)) \ ka(M) (M ı W).
The name is explained by the fact that each k-proper map (k > 0) is proper;
i.e., preimages of compact sets are compact. Since solutions of F(x)=j(x)
are fixed points of the (multivalued) map F−1 p j, one might conjecture in
view of Darbo’s fixed point theorem, that any 0-epi map which is k-proper
is also (0, k0)-epi for any k0 < k. This conjecture is correct [19] (see also
Corollary 2.1 below), but the proof is surprisingly deep: The difficulty is
that the range of F need not contain the range of j.
Note that any map of the form F=id−f where f is k-a-Lipschitz
(k < 12) is (1−k)-proper. Hence, if F is 0-epi it is (0, q)-epi by the above
remark for any q < 1−k. Since k < 12 , we find some q < 1−k with k < q,
and then any perturbation of F by a k-a-Lipschitz homotopy is (0, q−k)-
epi, in particular 0-epi. This explains why it is not so hard to establish a
connection between degree theory and 0-epi maps for maps of the form
F=id−f with 12-condensing f which was done in [22]. But actually, this
connection holds for a larger class of maps. A special case of our main
result will be the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let WıX be open, bounded, and connected. Let f: W¯QX
be condensing, and F=id−f be (0, k)-epi for some k > 0. ThenDeg(F,W)] 0.
We do not know whether one may replace the condition ‘‘(0, k)-epi for
some k > 0’’ by ‘‘0-epi’’. (Even the mere question whether there are 0-epi
maps that fail to be (0, k)-epi for any k > 0 was open for a long time: The
example given in [17] is false. A correct example was essentially given by
M. Furi and is presented in Proposition 3.2.)
The restriction that W be connected is actually not severe. In fact, the
following holds.
Lemma 1.1. Let W ıX be open and bounded, and F: W¯Q Y be 0-epi
(resp. (0, k)-epi) and proper on each closed subset of W. Then there is a
component W0 of W such that F is 0-epi (resp. (0, k)-epi) on W0.
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Proof. Note first that, since W is open, each component of W is a path-
component and then also open. Since F is proper on closed subsets of W,
the set N=F−1({0}) is compact. In particular, N is contained in a finite
union of components W1, ..., Wn of W. We claim that F is 0-epi on one of
these components. Indeed, otherwise we find for each i some continuous
and compact (resp. k-a-Lipschitz) function ji : W¯i QX with ji |“Wi=0 such
that F(x) ] ji(x) on Wi. Now define a function j : W¯QX by putting
j(x)=ji(x) for x ¥ Wi, and j(x)=0 for x ¨1 Wi. Then j is continuous
and compact (resp. k-a-Lipschitz), and j|“W=0. Since F(x) ] j(x) on W,
we have a contradiction. L
Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.1 thus imply the following characterization
of 0-epi maps by degree theory which might be considered as the most
important result of this paper (we will prove a generalization in Section 3).
Theorem 1.2. Let W ıX be open and bounded. Then an admissible map
of the form F=id−f with strictly condensing f: W¯QX is 0-epi on W if and
only if W has a component W0 with Deg(F, W0) ] 0.
Proof. Let F be 0-epi on W. Choose k < 1 such that f is k-a-Lipschitz.
ThenF=id−f is (1−k)-proper. Since in particular,F is proper, Lemma 1.1
implies that we find an (open in X) component W0 of W such that F is 0-epi
on W0. Since F is (1−k)-proper, it follows that F is even (0, k0)-epi on W0
for k0 < 1−k (see [19] or Corollary 2.1 below). Now Theorem 1.1 implies
Deg(F, W0) ] 0. L
We do not know whether Theorem 1.2 holds also if one replaces ‘‘strictly
condensing’’ by ‘‘condensing.’’
Using Theorem 1.2 and the additivity of the degree, we obtain the
following weak form of the excision property for 0-epi maps, which was an
open problem for a long time.
Corollary 1.1. Let W0 ıX be open. Let W ` W0 be open and bounded
and such that each component of W contains at most one component of W0.
Let F=id−f with strictly condensing f: W¯QX be such that F(x) ] 0 on
W¯0W0. Then F is 0-epi on W if and only if F is 0-epi on W0.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part follows from the restriction property of 0-epi
maps [5, 8]. For the ‘‘if ’’ part we apply Theorem 1.2. There is some com-
ponent W1 of W0 such that Deg(F, W1) ] 0. Let W2 denote that component
of W which contains W1. Since F(x) ] 0 on W¯2 0W1, the additivity of the
degree implies Deg(F, W2)=Deg(F, W1) ] 0, and so F is 0-epi on W2 and
thus also 0-epi on W. L
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We do not know whether it is possible to prove Corollary 1.1 without
degree theory (and thus without Theorem 1.2). In fact, it is still unknown
whether a statement analogous to Corollary 1.1 holds for all continuous
proper maps F: W¯Q Y (or at least for all Vietoris maps). The following
example shows that for arbitrary continuous maps F an analogous result is
not true.
Example 1.2. It is well known that in any infinite-dimensional space X
the unit sphere S is contractible. In particular, there is an homotopy H:
[0, 1]×SQ S with H(0, · )=id such that the range of the function H(1, · )
avoids some point x0 ¥ S. Define
F(x)=˛x if ||x|| [ 1,||x|| H(||x||−1, x) if 1 [ ||x|| [ 2,
||x|| H(1, x) if 2 [ ||x|| [ 3.
Then F is 0-epi on W0={x: ||x|| < 1}, but F fails to be 0-epi on W=
{x: ||x|| < 3}. Indeed, the function j(x)=3(3− ||x||) x0 is compact with
j|“W=0, but F(x)=j(x) would in view of 3(3− ||x||)=||j(x)||=||F(x)||=
||x|| imply that ||x||=9/4 > 2 and thus H(1, x)=49F(x)=
4
9j(x)=x0 which
is not possible by assumption.
2. PERTURBATIONS OF 0-EPI MAPS
To prove Theorem 1.1, we apply a perturbation result for 0-epi maps.
Since this result is of independent interest, we consider now a more general
setting. The following theorem is the main result from [19].
We use the notation F−1(M)={x: F(x) ¥M} even if M is not neces-
sarily contained in the range of F.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a metric space, Y a metrizable locally convex
space, and B, O ı D with B closed (B=” is not excluded). Let H:
[0, 1]×DQ Y be continuous, and F: DQ Y be arbitrary. Assume that there
is some separable V ı Y (possibly empty), some t0 ¥ [0, 1], and some U ı D
such that the following holds.
1. For any continuous j : DQ conv(H([0, 1]×(O 5 U)) 2 V), which
satisfies j(x)=H(t0, x) for each x ¥ B and with compact conv(j(D)), the
equation F(x)=j(x) has a solution x in O.
2. The union S of all coincidence sets {x ¥ O 5 U: F(x)=H(t, x)}
with t0 [ t < 1 satisfies S¯ 5 B=”. This is satisfied either if t0=1 or if for
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each x ¥B 5 (O 5 U) the function F is continuous at x and satisfies F(x) ]
H(t, x) for all t ¥ [t0, 1].
3. There is some A ı U with A 5 O ]” and
F(A) 2H({t0}×B) ı conv(H([0, 1]×(A 5 O)) 2 V). (1)
4. The set U satisfies
F−1(conv(H([0, 1]×(U 5 O)) 2 V)) ı U. (2)
5. For any countable C ı O 5 U the relation
conv(H([0, 1]×C) 2 V) 5 F(O)
ı F(C) ı conv(H([0, 1]×C) 2 V) 5 F(O) (3)
implies that conv(H([0, 1]×C) 2 V) is compact.
Then the equation F(x)=H(1, x) has a solution x in O 5 U.
We will apply Theorem 2.1 with D=W¯, B=“W, and O=W. Then, if F
is 0-epi and H(t0, · )|“W=0, conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied. Conditions 3
and 4 are then satisfied with U=D and V={0} (and A=F−1({0}); note
that A 5 O ]” if F is 0-epi). If additionally F is k-proper and H is k-
condensing, then also condition 5 is satisfied (for details, see [19]). Thus,
as a special case of Theorem 2.1, we find what we had used several times in
Section 1:
Corollary 2.1. Any 0-epi map which is k-proper is (0, k0)-epi for any
k0 < k.
But actually Theorem 2.1 is more general, since it gives immediately a
result on a (noncompact!) homotopic perturbation of a 0-epi map F.
Theorem 2.1 was already employed in [22] to prove a special case of
Theorem 1.1. It was conjectured there that a refinement of Theorem 2.1
might lead to a stronger result. We will prove now such a refinement, using
Theorem 2.1. Since the formulation of this refinement is extremely technical,
let us first consider a simple special case.
Recall that a subset K of some topological vector space is called a cone,
if it is closed and convex with 0 ¥K and K+K ıK.
Corollary 2.2. Let D be a metric space, Y a metrizable locally convex
space, and B, O ı D with B closed (possibly empty). Let F: DQ Y be
continuous at each x ¥ B 5 O¯. Let K ı Y be a cone, and H: [0, 1]×DQK
be continuous with H(0, · )=0 and F(x) ]H(t, x) for x ¥ B 5 O¯ and
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0 [ t [ 1. Assume that for any continuous function k : DQK with k|B=0
and compact conv(k(D)) there is some U ı D and some separable V ıK
such that for Hk(t, x)=H(t, x)+k(x) the following holds.
1. 0 ¥ V.
2. The set U satisfies
F−1(conv(Hk([0, 1]×(U 5 O)) 2 V)) ı U.
3. For any countable C ı O 5 U the relation
conv(Hk([0, 1]×C) 2 V) 5 F(O)
ı F(C) ı conv(Hk([0, 1]×C) 2 V) 5 F(O)
implies that conv(Hk([0, 1]×C) 2 V) is compact.
If the operator F has the property that for each continuous function
j : DQK with j|B=0 and compact conv(j(D)) the equation F(x)=j(x)
has a solution x in O, then the operator G=F−H(1, · ) has the same
property.
Proof. Let some function j: DQK with j|B=0 and compact conv(j(D))
be given. Put k=j, and apply Theorem 2.1 with Hk in place of H, t0=0,
and A=F−1({0}). Note that A 5 O ]”, since by assumption the equation
F(x)=0 has a solution in O. Observe also that for x ¥ B 5 O¯ the inequality
F(x) ]H(t, x)=Hk(t, x) (0 [ t [ 1) holds. Theorem 2.1 thus implies that
there is some x ¥ O with F(x)=Hk(1, x), which means G(x)=j(x). L
Corollary 2.2 states for the choice K=Y, D=W¯, O=W, B=“W,
roughly speaking, conditions that ensure that if F is 0-epi, then also
F−H(1, · ) is 0-epi. If we apply this result a finite number of times step by
step, we arrive at our desired result:
Theorem 2.2. Let D be a metric space, Y a metrizable locally convex
space, and B, O ı D with B closed (possibly empty). Let F: DQ Y be con-
tinuous at each x ¥ B 5 O¯, andH: [0, 1]×DQ Y be continuous withH(0, · )=
0 and F(x) ]H(t, x) for x ¥ B 5 O¯ and 0 [ t [ 1. Let K ı Y be a cone.
Assume that there is a partition 0=t0 [ t1 [ · · · [ tn=1 such that for any
i=1, ..., n and any k : DQK with k|B=0 and compact conv(k(D)), there is
some U ı D and some separable V ıK such that for the operators
Hi, k(t, x)=H(t, x)−H(ti−1, x)+k(x) (ti−1 [ t [ ti, x ¥ D)
and Fi=F−H(ti−1, · ) the following holds.
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1. H(t, x)−H(ti−1, x) ¥K for ti−1 [ t [ ti and x ¥ D.
2. 0 ¥ V.
3. The set U satisfies
F−1i (conv(Hi, k([ti−1, ti]×(U 5 O)) 2 V)) ı U. (4)
4. For any countable C ı O 5 U the relation
conv(Hi, k([ti−1, ti]×C) 2 V) 5 Fi(O)
ı Fi(C) ı conv(Hi, k([ti−1, ti]×C) 2 V) 5 Fi(O) (5)
implies that conv(Hi, k([ti−1, ti]×C) 2 V) is compact.
If the operator F has the property that for each continuous function
j : DQK with j|B=0 and compact conv(j(D)) the equation F(x)=j(x)
has a solution x in O, then the operator G=F−H(1, · ) has the same property.
Proof. We prove by induction on i that each operator Fi has the
property that for each function j : DQK with j|B=0 and compact
conv(j(D)) the equation Fi(x)=j(x) has a solution x in O.
The case i=1 is part of the assumption. Assume that the statement is
true for some i < n. Apply Corollary 2.2 with Fi in place of F and
Hi(t, x)=H(tti+(1−t) ti−1, x)−H(ti−1, x) (0 [ t [ 1)
in place of H. Note that we have indeed Hi([0, 1]×D) ıK, Hi(0, · )=0,
and Fi(x) ]Hi(t, x) (0 [ t [ 1) for x ¥ B 5 O¯. Corollary 2.2 thus implies
that the operator Fi−Hi(1, · )=Fi+1 has the desired property. L
3. MAIN THEOREMS
Let X be a Banach space, and W ıX be open and bounded. We will
consider a degree defined on a more general class of maps as mentioned in
Section 1. In fact, we will consider a degree that requires compactness
assumptions only on countable subsets of W. Such a degree was introduced
in [21] and further generalized in [18]. We need some definitions.
We call a continuous map h: [0, 1]× W¯QX appropriate for the degree if
it has no fixed points on the boundary, i.e., x ] h(t, x) for (t, x) ¥
[0, 1]×“W, and if for any countable C ı W the relation
C¯=W 5 conv(h([0, 1]×C)) (6)
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implies that C is precompact. Similarly, we call f: W¯QX appropriate for
the degree, if the constant homotopy h(t, x)=f(x) is appropriate for the
degree. The classical fixed point index may be extended to such maps
(indeed, using the terminology of [18], the above property implies that
(h, W, X) resp. (f, W, X) is weakly id-admissible). If we call this fixed point
index the degree of the map id−f and denote it by Deg(id−f, W), we get
the following result from [18].
Theorem 3.1. For maps f appropriate for the degree, the value
Deg(id−f, W) is an integer number with the following properties.
1. (Fixed point property.) If Deg(id−f, W) ] 0, then f has a fixed point
in W.
2. (Normalization.) If f is compact, then Deg(id−f, W) is the Leray–
Schauder degree.
3. (Homotopy invariance.) If h is appropriate for the degree, then
Deg(id−h(0, · ), W)=Deg(id−h(1, · ), W).
4. (Additivity.) If W1, W2 ı W are open and disjoint, and W1 2 W2 con-
tains all fixed points of f, then
Deg(id−f, W)=Deg(id−f, W1)+Deg(id−f, W1).
Definition 3.1. Let C denote the class of all maps c which associate to
each bounded set M ıX a value from [0,.)I (equipped with the
pointwise order, I being a nonempty set depending on c) with the following
properties.
1. c(convM)=c(M).
2. c(N) [ c(M) (N ıM).
3. c(lM)=|l| c(M).
4. c(M+N) [ c(M)+c(N).
5. c(M 2 {x})=c(M) (x ¥X).
In the terminology of [1], the first four properties mean that c is a
measure of noncompactness that is monotone, homogeneous, and algebraic
semi-additive. The last property for c ¥ C means that c is nonsingular (in
view of Proposition 3.1 below). Examples for c ¥ C are the earlier mentioned
Kuratowski measure of noncompactness a or the so-called Hausdorff
(ball) measure of noncompactness on X. Further examples can be found in
[1].
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Proposition 3.1. Each c ¥ C has the following properties:
1. c is componentwise Lipschitz continuous with respect to the Hausdorff
distance.
2. c(M 2K)=c(M) for precompact K ıX.
3. c(K)=0 for precompact K ıX.
Proof. Let B={x ¥X: ||x|| [ 1}. The Hausdorff distance d(M, N) of
two bounded sets M, N ıX is defined as the infimum of all r > 0 such that
M ıN+rB and N ıM+rB. Putting L=c(B), we have for each r >
d(M, N) that c(M) [ c(N)+rL and c(N) [ c(M)+rL which implies
|c(M)− c(N)| [ Ld(M, N) (componentwise).
If K ıX is precompact, we find for each e > 0 a finite set f ıX with
d(K, F) [ e. We have for each bounded M ıX that d(M 2K,
M 2 F) [ e, and so c(M 2K) [ c(M 2 F)+Le=c(M)+Le (interpreted
componentwise), which implies, c(M 2K) [ c(M). For the particular
choiceM={0}, we find c(K)=0. L
Definition 3.2. We call a continuous map h: [0, 1]× W¯QX countably
C-condensing on W, if for each countable set C ı W that is not precompact,
the set h([0, 1]×C) is bounded, and there is some c ¥ C with
c(h([0, 1]×C)) Â c(C).
If there is even a constant k < 1 such that for each countable set C ı W that
is not precompact there is some c ¥ C with
c(h([0, 1]×C)) Â kc(C),
we call h strictly countablyC-condensing onW. Similarly, we call a continuous
mapf: W¯QX countablyC-condensing (resp. strictly countablyC-condensing)
onW, if the constant homotopy h(t, x)=f(x) has this property.
Some remarks are appropriate.
The reader should observe that in the above definition, we consider only
subsets C of W (not of W¯ !). The fact that we restrict ourselves to countable
sets C is important in connection with differential and integral operators of
vector functions in nonseparable spaces [7, 12, 13, 23].
We point also out that the choice of c ¥ C may depend on the set C (but
not the choice of k). Due to this fact, one might suspect that the above
definitions are actually equivalent. But this is not the case, as can be seen
by the following simple extension of a classical example (see, e.g., [3,
Example 9.3]).
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Example 3.1. Let W denote the (open) unit ball of a separable space X
(not of finite dimension). Let j : [0, 1]Q [0, 1] be continuous, strictly
decreasing, j(0)=1, and f(x)=j(||x||) x. Then j is condensing (see [3,
Example 9.3]) and thus in particular countably C-condensing. On the other
hand, given r ¥ (0, 1), let C be a countable and dense subset of Kr=
{x: ||x|| [ r}. The intermediate value theorem implies that the closure of
f(C) contains the ball Kj(r) r. Since c ¥ C is positively homogeneous, it
follows that
c(f(C))=c(f(C)) \ c(Kj(r) r)=j(r) c(Kr)=j(r) c(C).
Since j(r)Q 1 as rQ 0, we find that f is not strictly countably C-con-
densing.
M. Furi proved at the Workshop on Nonlinear Spectral Theory held in
Würzburg, June 29–July 3, 2000, that the map F(x)=||x|| x in any infinite
dimensional Banach space X is 0-epi (on the unit ball) but can be approx-
imated in a strong sense by maps without zeros. Using his arguments, we
find the following result.
Proposition 3.2. With f as in Example 3.1, the map F=id−f is 0-epi
but fails to be (0, k)-epi for any k > 0.
Proof. The fact that F is 0-epi will be proved after Proposition 3.4.
There exists a Lipschitz continuous retraction r of the unit ball of X onto
the unit sphere [2, 6, 11]; in particular, r is L-a-Lipschitz for some L <..
Given k > 0 choose r ¥ (0, 1) such that c :=(1+L)(1−j(r)) < k, and put
Fr(x)=˛F(rr(x/r)) if x ¥Kr={y: ||y|| [ r},F(x) if ||x|| \ r.
Then Fr is continuous. Moreover, the map F−Fr is c-a-Lipschitz on W¯.
Indeed, given some M ı W¯ we put Mr=M 5Kr. It follows from F(x)=
(1−j(||x||)) x that for any A ıKr the estimate a(F(A)) [ (1−j(r)) a(A)
holds. Applying this estimate for A=Mr and A=rr(Mr/r), we find
a((F−Fr)(M))=a((F−Fr)(Mr)) [ a(F(Mr))+a(Fr(Mr))
[ (1−j(r))(a(Mr)+a(rr(Mr/r)))
[ (1−j(r))(a(M)+rLa(Mr/r)) [ ca(M).
If F were (0, k)-epi, then F|“W=Fr |“W would in view of the homotopy
invariance of (0, k)-epi maps [17] imply that Fr is (0, k−c)-epi (see e.g.
[16]). In particular, Fr would have a zero which is not the case. L
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For Proposition 3.2 it is not necessary that X be separable.
Proposition 3.3. Each map that is countably C-condensing on W is
appropriate for the degree, if it has no fixed points on the boundary “W.
Proof. It suffices to consider a countably C-condensing homotopy h.
Let C ı W be countable and satisfy (6). Then we find some c ¥ C with
c(C) [ c(C¯) [ c(conv(h([0, 1]×C)))=c(h([0, 1]×C)),
which implies that C is precompact. L
Proposition 3.4. Let f be countably C-condensing on W and without
fixed points on “W. Then Deg(id−f, W) ] 0 implies that id−f is 0-epi.
Proof. In the terminology of [22], f is weakly stably fundamentally
restrictible (this was formulated in [22] only for the case that c ¥ C may be
chosen independent from C, but an inspection of the proof shows that this
restriction is not necessary). The statement now follows from [22]. L
Since odd maps have an odd degree by Borsuk’s theorem, Proposition 3.4
implies that the map F of Proposition 3.2 is indeed 0-epi.
Let us now prepare the proof of our main result.
Lemma 3.1. Let f be countably C-condensing on W. Then id−f is
proper on each closed subset of W.
Proof. See [21, Proposition 3.1]. L
Lemma 3.2. Let W ıX be open, bounded, and connected. Let f be coun-
tably C-condensing on W and without fixed points on the boundary “W. Then
there exists some open connected set W0 ıW that contains all fixed points of f
and such that W¯0 ıW. Moreover, there exists a continuous compact function
f0 : W¯QX such that the convex homotopy h(t, x)=(1−t) f(x)+tf0(x) has
no fixed points on “W0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the set S=(id−f)−1 ({0}) of all fixed points of
f is compact. If S=”, let W0 be some open ball with W¯0 ı W. Otherwise,
d=dist(S, “W) > 0. Let W1={x ¥X: dist(x, S) < d/2}. Then W1 ` S is
open with W¯1 ı W, and each component W1 contains at least one point of S.
Recall that the components of an open set W1 are path components and
thus open. Since S is compact, it follows that W1 has only finitely many
components. Since W is open and path-connected, it thus is clear that we
may connect these components and find indeed some connected open
W0 ` S with W¯0 ı W.
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To prove the second statement, we apply [21, Corollary 2.1]: This result
states that for each precompact V ıX the restriction f|W¯0 has a compact
fundamental set U ` V; i.e., U is compact and convex and satisfies:
1. f(U 5 W¯0) ı U, and
2. the relation x ¥ conv(f(x) 2 U) for some x ¥ W¯0 implies x ¥ U.
By choosing a nonempty set V, we may assume that U ]”, and so there
exists a retraction r: XQ U onto U. Note that the latter can be proved
without the (uncountable) axiom of choice [21, Lemma 1.3]. We claim that
f0=r p f is the desired map. Indeed, assume contrary that there are
x ¥ “W0 and t ¥ [0, 1] with x=h(t, x)=(1−t) f(x)+tf0(x). Then x ¥
conv(f(x) 2 U). Since U is fundamental, the latter implies x ¥ U and thus
f(x) ¥ f(U 5 W¯0) ı U, which means f0(x)=r(f(x))=f(x), and so x=
h(t, x)=f(x), a contradiction. L
Now we are in a position to prove our main result.
Theorem 3.2. Let W ıX be bounded, open, and connected. Let f be
countably C-condensing on W and such that F=id−f is 0-epi. Assume in
addition that one of the following conditions holds.
1. f is even strictly countably C-condensing on W.
2. F is even (0, k)-epi on W for some k > 0, and f is L-a-Lipschitz for
some L <..
Then Deg(F, W) ] 0.
Proof. We prove the statement first for the case that f is even compact.
Assume that Deg(F, W)=0. By Krasnoselskiı˘’s generalization of the
Hopf theorem [9, II. Chap. 3 Section 9], there is a continuous compact
map g: W¯QX with g|“W=f|“W and x−g(x) ] 0 on W¯. Consider the
homotopy H(t, x)=t(g(x)−f(x)). Then H(0, · )=0, and for (t, x) ¥
[0, 1]×“W, we have H(t, x)=0 ] F(x), and so Proposition 1.1 implies
that the map G=F−H(1, · )=id−g satisfies 0 ¥ G(W), a contradiction.
In the general case, let W0, f0, and h be as in Lemma 3.2. We claim that
G=id−f0 is 0-epi on W0 and that Deg(F, W)=Deg(G, W0). Since f0 is
compact and W0 ı W is open and connected, we find Deg(G, W0) ] 0 by
what we just proved, and so the statement follows.
Since f has no fixed points outside W0, the additivity of the degree
implies Deg(F, W)=Deg(F, W0). The homotopy h has no fixed points on
the boundary “W0 and is countably C-condensing on W0. Indeed, if C ı W0
is countable but not precompact, there is some c ¥ C with c(f(C)) Â c(C).
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Hence, since R=f0(W¯0) is precompact, the definition of h implies
c(h([0, 1]×C))=c(conv(f(C) 2 R))=c(f(C)) Â c(C). Proposition 3.3
implies that h is appropriate for the degree, and so the homotopy
invariance of the degree implies Deg(F, W0)=Deg(G, W0), as required.
It remains to prove that G is 0-epi on W0. We prove this first under the
assumption that f is strictly countably C-condensing on W, say with
constant k < 1. Note first that the restriction property of 0-epi maps [5]
implies that F is also 0-epi on W0. We thus aim to apply Theorem 2.2 with
K=Y=X, D=W¯0, B=“W0, O=W0, and the homotopy H(t, x)=
t(f0(x)−f(x)). Note that F(x)=H(t, x) is equivalent to x=h(t, x). Since
h has no fixed points on “W0, we thus have F(x) ]H(t, x) for
(t, x) ¥ [0, 1]×“W0. We choose the partition 0=t0 < t1 < · · · < tn=1 such
that ci :=ti−ti1 [
1




We choose U=Y and V={0}. Now we verify condition 4 of Theorem 2.2.
Let C ı W0 be countable and satisfy (5). We have in particular
Fi(C) ı conv(Hi, k([ti−1, ti]×C) 2 {0}).
It follows for any c ¥ C that
c(Fi(C)) [ c(Hi, k([ti−1, ti]×C))
[ (ti−ti−1) c(f0(C)−f(C))+c(k(C))=cic(f(C)).
Since x=Fi(x)+(1−ti−1) f(x)+ti−1f0(x), we have c(C) [ c(Fi(C))+
(1−ti−1) c(f(C)), and so
c(C)−(1−ti−1) c(f(C)) [ cic(f(C)),
which implies
kc(C) [ (1−ti−1+ci) kc(f(C)) [ (1+ci) kc(f(C)) [ c(f(C)).
Since this estimate holds for any c ¥ C, it follows that C is precompact.
Since Hi, k maps compact sets into compact sets, it follows that
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conv(Hi, k([ti−1, ti]×C¯) 2 {0}) is compact, as desired. The other condi-
tions of Theorem 2.2 are trivially satisfied, and so it follows that
F−H(1, · )=G is indeed 0-epi on W0.
Under the assumption that F is (0, k)-epi for some k > 0 and F is
L-a-Lipschitz, we may reduce the proof to the above situation. The restric-
tion property of (0, k)-epi maps [8, 17] implies that F is also (0, k)-epi on
W0. Fix some l ¥ (0, 1] with l < k/L. The homotopy H0(t, x)=tl(f0(x)−
f(x)) is k0-a-Lipschitz with k0=Ll < k, satisfies H0(0, · )=0, and F(x) ]
H0(t, x) for (t, x) ¥ [0, 1]×“W0 (since h has no fixed points on “W0). The
homotopy invariance of (0, k)-epi maps [17] (see also [8]) thus implies
that Fl=F−H0(1, · ) is (0, k−k0)-epi on W0. In particular, with fl(x)=
(1−l) f(x)+lf0(x), the map Fl(x)=x−fl(x) is 0-epi on W0. Since f is
countablyC-condensing, it follows that fl is strictly countablyC-condensing
(with constant 1−l < 1). Since h has no fixed points on “W0, also hl(t, x)=
h((1−t) l+t·1, x)=(1−t) fl(x)+tf0(x) has no fixed points on “W0.
Replacing F, f, and h by Fl, fl, and hl, respectively, we are now precisely
in the same situation that we had above. As before, it follows from
Theorem 2.2 that G is 0-epi on W0, as desired. L
We point out once more that the only examples of 0-epi maps F=id−f
with countably C-condensing f known so far for which the assumptions of
Theorem 3.2 are not satisfied is the class of maps from Proposition 3.2. But
for this particular class, the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 holds anyway (by
Borsuk’s theorem). So it remains an open problem whether the additional
assumptions in Theorem 3.2 may be dropped.
Theorem 3.2 implies the following generalization of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 3.3. Let W ıX be open and bounded. Then an admissible map
of the form F=id−f where f is strictly countably C-condensing on W is
0-epi if and only if W has a component W0 with Deg(F, W0) ] 0.
Proof. The ‘‘if ’’ part follows from Proposition 3.4. For the ‘‘only if ’’
part, let F be 0-epi. By Lemma 3.1, F is proper on closed subsets of W, and
so Lemma 1.1 implies that F is 0-epi on some component W0 of W.
Theorem 3.2 now implies that Deg(F, W0) ] 0. L
Analogously to Corollary 1.1, we find:
Corollary 3.1. Let W0 ıX be open. Let W ` W0 be open and bounded
and such that each component of W contains at most one component of W0.
Let F=id−f where f is strictly countably C-condensing on W and such that
F(x) ] 0 on W¯0W0. Then F is 0-epi on W if and only if F is 0-epi on W0.
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